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Abstract—In this work, we share our experience on tele-
knowledge pre-training for fault analysis, a crucial task in
telecommunication applications that requires a wide range of
knowledge normally found in both machine log data and product
documents. To organize this knowledge from experts uniformly,
we propose to create a Tele-KG (tele-knowledge graph). Using
this valuable data, we further propose a tele-domain language
pre-training model TeleBERT and its knowledge-enhanced ver-
sion, a tele-knowledge re-training model KTeleBERT. which
includes effective prompt hints, adaptive numerical data en-
coding, and two knowledge injection paradigms. Concretely,
our proposal includes two stages: first, pre-training TeleBERT
on 20 million tele-related corpora, and then re-training it
on 1 million causal and machine-related corpora to obtain
KTeleBERT. Our evaluation on multiple tasks related to fault
analysis in tele-applications, including root-cause analysis, event
association prediction, and fault chain tracing, shows that pre-
training a language model with tele-domain data is beneficial
for downstream tasks. Moreover, the KTeleBERT re-training
further improves the performance of task models, highlighting
the effectiveness of incorporating diverse tele-knowledge into the
model.

Index Terms—telecommunication, model pre-training, knowl-
edge graph, numeric encoding, fault analysis

I. INTRODUCTION

Faults in telecommunication networks (tele-network) can
have a major impact on the availability and effectiveness of
the global network, resulting in significant maintenance costs
for operating companies. Thus, quick elimination of the faults
and preventing the causes of fault generation are crucial for
the special interest of operating companies. Fault analysis is
a complex task composed of multiple sub-tasks, requiring a
wealth of tele-knowledge such as the network architecture
and the dependence among tele-products. Historically, this
knowledge was stored in the minds of experts. While in now-
days, massive product data and expert experience in tele-field
are accumulated in various forms. For example, as the valuable
first-hand data, the machine (log) data (e.g., abnormal event
like the alarm or normal indicator like the KPI score) is raised
continuously in both real tele-scenario and laboratory environ-
ments. Additionally, the product documents are created for
tele-products in the network, containing detailed information
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Task : Fault Chain Tracing

Fig. 1: Workflow for our KTeleBERT.

such as the product profile, event description, fault case, and
solutions to particular issues, primarily in natural language.

Nevertheless, some knowledge such as the the types of faults
and their hierarchy, is still not uniformly recorded. Considering
the diversity of such knowledge, knowledge graph (KG) is a
common choice to represent them, which represents facts as
triples, such as (China, capitalIs, Beijing). In recent years,
KGs have been widely adopted in industry [1]–[3] due to
their flexibility and convenience to easily combine data from
multiple sources. To uniformly represent the recorded tele-
knowledge, we built a tele-product knowledge graph (a.k.a.
Tele-KG). For example, given the triple ([Alm] ALM-100072
The NF destination service is unreachable, trigger, [KPI]
1929480378 The number of initial registration requests in-
creases abnormally), it represents that the Network Function
(NF) destination service being unreachable (alarm 100072)
always results in the number of initial registration requests
increasing (KPI abnormal event 1929480378). We note that
the majority of knowledge in Tele-KG is derived from experts
and engineers, providing an integrated view of tele-knowledge
and accumulated experience.

Although the Tele-KG can be used as a knowledge base
to retrieve knowledge using SPARQL queries [4] for simple
fault analysis support, this solution is still inflexible and have
limitations in generalization capabilities to those indirectly
associated tasks. Another way to utilize Tele-KG is through
knowledge graph embedding (KGE) methods [5]–[8], which
aims to learn embeddings of entities and relations in a con-
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tinuous vector space and then assist the knowledge inference
like the task of link prediction or triple classification in a KG.
However, those technologies always suffer from the knowledge
inconsistency, i.e., the same entity or noun in the real world
may have different surfaces like the “Alm” v.s. “Alarm”.
Besides, the textual knowledge and semantic information in
entity surfaces are always abandoned during training, limiting
models’ intra-domain scalability and cross-domain portability.

The textual product documents are valuable resources in
tele-domain. Instead of simply using them as handbooks, one
approach is to pre-train a domain-specific language model
(LM). LM pre-training [9]–[12] is a good recipe for learning
implicit semantic knowledge with self-supervised text recon-
struction as the training objective in a vast amount of language
data. However, their challenges lie in exploiting the structured
knowledge for explicit intellectual reasoning. Additionally, our
machine data is semi-structured and multi-directional: with a
vertical direction of the time and a horizontal direction of
multiple indicators extending the machine data at a single
moment, as shown in Fig. 2(a). This differs from the typically
log-based anomaly detection methods [13]–[15] which target
at the unidirectional and serial log data.

In this work, we propose to pre-train all data that contains
tele-knowledge, including machine data, Tele-Corpus from
the product documents, and triples from the Tele-KG. We
expect that this pre-trained model can aid in downstream fault
analysis tasks in a convenient and effective manner, and boost
their performance, especially for tasks with limited data (also
known as low-resource tasks).

To achieve this, we first address the issue from multi-
source and multi-modal data (e.g., multi-directional machine
data, textual documents, and semi-structured KG), which can
distract the model from efficient learning. To remedy this,
we refer to the prompt engineering techniques [16]–[18] for
modality unification and provide relevant template hints to
the model for modalities unification.

Secondly, we address the challenge of handling numerical
data, which is an essential component of data in tele-domain
and frequently appears in machine data (e.g., KPI scores).
This data format is similar to the tabular data, sharing the
characteristic of: (i) The text part is short; (ii) The Numerical
values always have different meanings and ranges under dif-
ferent circumstances; (iii) Data stretches from both vertically
and horizontally which is hierarchical. However, existing table
pre-training methods mainly study the hierarchical structure
of tabular data [19]–[24] where the numerical information is
rarely studied in depth. Furthermore, those methods that target
at learning numerical features [13]–[15] focus on learning field
embedding for each numerical field. They tend to consider the
task with limited fields (e.g., the user attributes like height and
weight) but fail when migrated to our tele-scenario where the
field number (e.g., KPI name) is numerous (≥1000) and new
fields are often generated during the development of enterprise.
Thus, we propose an adaptive numeric encoder (ANEnc) in
tele-domain for type-aware numeric encoding.

Thirdly, we are aware of different training target among

the tele-corpus, machine data and the knowledge triples.
Thus we adopt a multi-stage training mode for multi-level
knowledge acquisition: (i) TeleBERT: in stage one we follow
ELECTRA [25] pre-training paradigm and data augmentation
method SimCSE [26] for large-scale (about 20 million) textual
tele-corpus pre-training; (ii) KTeleBERT: In stage two, we
extract those causal sentences which contain relevant causal
keywords to re-train TeleBERT together with the numeric-
related machine data, where a knowledge embedding training
objective and multi-task learning method are introduced for
explicit knowledge integration.

With our pre-trained model, we apply the model-generated
service vectors to enhance three tasks of fault analysis: root-
cause analysis (RCA), event association prediction (EAP),
and fault chain tracing (FCT). The experimental results show
that our TeleBERT and KTeleBERT successfully improve the
performance of these three tasks.

In summary, the contributions of this work are as follows:
• We emphasize the importance of encoding knowledge

uniformly in tele-domain application, and share our en-
coding experience in real-world scenarios.

• We propose a tele-domain pre-training model TeleBERT
and its knowledge-enhanced version KTeleBERT to fuse
and encode diverse tele-knowledge in different forms.

• We prove that our proposed models could serve multiple
fault analysis task models and boost their performance.

II. BACKGROUND

A. Corpus in Telecommunication

1) Machine Log Data: The machine (log) data, such as
abnormal events or normal indicator logs, is continuously
generated in both real-world tele-environments and simulation
scenes. Typically, as shown in 2(a), these abnormal events
like the service interruption, have varying levels of importance
and are always accompanied by anomalies in relevant network
elements (NEs). The normal indicators like the numerical
KPI data, on the other hand, are cyclical and persistent in
nature and make up the majority of automatically generated
machine data. Most abnormal events can self-recover after
existing a period of time, (e.g., network congestion), and there
may be correlation or causal relationships across abnormal
events or indicators, e.g, the alarm “(NF destination service
is unreachable)”, always lead to abnormal KPI score “(the
number of initial registration requests increases abnormally)”.

2) Product Document: Those domain engineers or experts
are constantly recording and updating the product docu-
mentation. Particularly, each scenario may contain one or
more product documents, which are maintained by different
departments and may include nearly all relevant information in
the field, such as the fault cases, solutions for already occurred
or potential cases, and the event descriptions shown in 2(b).

3) Tele-product Knowledge Graph (Tele-KG): We construct
the Tele-KG to integrate massive information about events
and resources on our platform. Our goal is intuitive: hoping
that such a fine-grained Tele-KG could refine and purify the
knowledge of tele-domain, as a semi-structured knowledge



Alarm Metric incident Metric incident Abnormal event……

……

……

User Experience Tele service Logical network Interface……

……

……

Event Resource

Hierarchy

Instance 
Interaction

Top Tele
Concept

ALM-81011 SIG Knowledge base upgrade failed
Explanation: 1) Alarm trigger mechanism: The system will generate this alarm
when the SIG knowledge base upgrade fails. Then the system will continue to
run according to the previously successfully loaded version of the knowledge
base, so that recognition ability before the upgrade will not be affected;
2) Alarm recovery mechanism: ...
Attribute: Alarm_ID: 81011; Alarm_Level: Importance; Automatically cleared: Yes
Parameter: POD name: ... ; NE name: … ; Event type: …
Impact on the system: 1) Protocols and adaptation relations defined in the new
knowledge base are not available. 2) …
Possible reason: 1) The knowledge base digital signature file does not exist;
Failure due to internal processing error; 2) …
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(c) Tele-product Knowledge Graph (Tele-KG).

Fig. 2: Corpus overview where all the Chinese corpus are translated into English to improve the comprehensibility.

graph is more flexible and has higher knowledge density
than traditional structured databases or unstructured product
documents. Specifically, we define a hierarchical tele-schema
as the guidance for KG construction, as shown in Fig. 2(c),
where the top-down modeling method is adopted for schema
design. The concept classes across different levels are inherited
via “subclassOf ”, and those classes within the same levels are
connected via common relations like “provide”.

We note that top superclasses “Event” and “Resource” are
defined as the root in tele-domain, with other top tele-concept
as the subdivisions. The instantiation of the tele-schema at
instance level contains interactions among different instances
and forms the majority of the Tele-KG, including those triple
cases mentioned before.

B. Task of Fault Analysis

1) Root-Cause Analysis: In modern telecommunication
systems, the identification of the root causes of abnormal
events is essential for reducing financial losses and maintaining
system stability. However, traditional methods of root-cause
analysis rely heavily on manual work by experts, using sum-
marized documents meanwhile incurring significant financial
and human resources. As the size and complexity of these
systems continue to grow, manual analysis becomes increas-
ingly difficult. Therefore, developing an automated method for
root-cause analysis is a pressing need in tele-domain.

2) Event Association Prediction: One approach for finding
the root cause of a fault event is to utilize prior trigger re-
lationships between different fault events. These relationships
can reveal patterns of fault causation, such as a triple (Alarm
A, triggers, Alarm B) indicating that the Alarm B is caused
by the Alarm A. By traversing these trigger relations, the root
cause of a current fault event can be determined. However,
traditionally, these trigger relationships have been identified

by tele-experts through manual analysis of a large number
of fault cases, which is time-consuming and is limited by
personal bias. This is also difficulty in updating or adapting to
new network changes. Thus proposing effective methods for
automatically predicting the trigger relationship in candidate
event pairs is important.

3) Fault Chain Tracing: Network equipment failure is a
common phenomenon in tele-domain due to high operating
pressure of the network. In these failure scenarios, alarms are
often raised, which can have a cascading effect and cause
damage to the entire system. Tracing the source of these
failures is crucial for maintaining the stability of the tele-
network. Traditionally, this task is accomplished by experts
with their experience, sharing the limitations with the above
two tasks. Therefore, developing an automated method for
fault chain tracing is quite valuable and necessary.

III. PRE-TRAINING ON TELE-COMMUNICATION CORPORA

In this section we introduce our TeleBERT, a tele-domain
specific PLM pre-trained on large-scale textual Tele-Corpus.

A. Telecommunication Corpus Integration

The large-scale textual telecommunication corpora consists
of sentences from various sources, including product docu-
ments and entity surfaces within the Tele-KG. To expand
the dataset and increase the diversity of the training data,
we apply two data augmentation techniques from the NLP
community: (i) Explicit data augmentation: we splice together
a range of adjacent sentences from the same document to
expand the dataset and create a final pre-training corpus of
20 million sentences (a.k.a. Tele-Corpus). (ii) Implicit data
augmentation: following SimCSE [26], we introduce noise
into the dataset through a dropout strategy to enhance the
robustness of our model.



B. TeleBERT

The pre-training process follows the vanilla mask language
model (MLM) [9] where each sentence is fed to the model with
a special token [CLS] prepended and [SEP] appended. Tak-
ing the Chinese pre-trained language model (PLM) MacBERT
[27] as the backbone, we adopt the whole word masking
(WWM) strategy during TeleBERT pre-training. It segments
the text into the “whole words” using a tele-domain vocabulary
of approximately 372k Chinese or English elements that are
mostly proper nouns (e.g., “QoS” which refs to “Quality of
Service”) or phrases (e.g., “network congestion points” and
“dedicated control channel”).

Moreover, the simple contrastive learning on sentence em-
beddings (SimCSE) [26] is employed to alleviate the col-
lapse of representation learning on large models, i.e., most
sentences are represented by similar embeddings. The ELEC-
TRA [25] pre-training paradigm is used for increasing pre-
training difficulty, where a MLM generator is equipped for
mask reconstruction and makes the TeleBERT a discriminator
with a self-supervised objective of replaced token detection
(RTD) applied. Note that we define the TeleBERT pre-training
progress as the stage one, aiming to let the PLM understand
the general semantic knowledge in tele-domain.

IV. RE-TRAINING ON CAUSAL AND MACHINE CORPORA

In this section, we introduce the stage two where TeleBERT
is re-trained to create the KTeleBERT model. Specifically, in
Sec. IV-A, we describe the rules for causal sentences extraction
and how to efficiently unify those multi-modal data for model
re-training. Then, we elaborate our proposed numerical data
encoding module (Sec. IV-B) and different strategies for
mask reconstruction (Sec. IV-C). Finally, we introduce our
method for explicit expert knowledge injection (Sec. IV-D) and
introduce the training policy for task integration (Sec. IV-E).

A. Unifying Modalities and Patterns

1) Causal sentences extraction: After removing unique
identifiers like “ [KPI] 1929480378”, (i) we manually select
words and phrases with causal meanings, such as “affect”
and “lead to”, as the causal keywords. We also heuristically
customize extraction rules (e.g., minimum length) to obtain
approximately 200k sentences from the Tele-Corpus that both
contain these causal keywords and satisfy the rule constraints.
Then, (ii) relational triples and attribute triples (which contain
crucial attribute after evaluated) from the Tele-KG are seri-
alized by concatenating the surfaces of entities/attributes and
relations for sequential format unification. This process serves
as a manner for implicit knowledge injection [28], [29].

2) Prompt template construction: To handle the disordered
nature of the structured machine (log) data and the attribute-
equipped entity in knowledge triples, we introduce special
prompts (tokens) to represent the category of the immedi-
ately following content, which has been proved beneficial in
knowledge utilizing and cross-modal learning [16]–[18], [30].
For example, [ATTR] indicates that the following context
is an attribute with its value. We wrap the input with our

prompt template to unify the data modality which alleviates the
disorder issue brought by the structured machine or attribute
data. To further distinguish different attribute types, we use
the symbol “|” to split the type names and their values. The
pre-defined prompt templates are illustrated in Fig. 3.

3) Tele special token construction: In order to further
improve model’s understanding of domain-specific words and
phrases, we adopt the Byte Pair Encoding (BPE) [31] al-
gorithm to merge characters and learn a collection of tele-
specific tokens. This is done by iteratively counting all symbol
pairs and selecting the most frequent ones, with a pre-defined
symbol vocabulary size as the constraint. We find that these
candidate tokens, which are mostly significant abbreviations
of domain-specific phrases or nouns, satisfy the following
two constraints: (i) The length of the character sequence is
between 2 ∼ 4, and (ii) the token appeared frequently (e.g.,
more than 8000 times) in the Tele-Corpus and is not included
in original MacBERT/BERT vocabulary. Examples of filtered
tokens include “RAN”, “MML”, “PGW”, “MME”, “SGW”, “NF”.
These tele-specific tokens, along with the prompt tokens, are
all inserted into the vocabulary of KTeleBERT as special
tokens with newly learnable token embeddings added.
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KTeleBERT

[CLS][DOC]Sentence [SEP]

[CLS][ALM]Alarm value [LOC]… [ATTR]… [ATTR]… [SEP]

[CLS][LOC]Location [KPI] Tag name|[NUM] Value [KPI]…[SEP]

[CLS][REL]Relation value [ATTR]… [ATTR]… [SEP]

[CLS][ENT]Entity type | Data value [ATTR]… [ATTR]… [SEP]

Fig. 3: Prompt template for KTeleBERT. Those corpora are
wrapped with our prompt templates to unify the input modal-
ity. The full names are as follows: Alarm ([ALM]); Relation
([REL]); Entity ([ENT]); Location ([LOC]); Document
([DOC]); Attribute ([ATTR]); Numeric ([NUM]).

B. Numerical Data Encoding

We claim that the major information contained in machine
data comes from its numerical value paired with the tag
(type) name, which indicates the meaning of the corresponding
numeric data. Different numerical values often have implied
associations, as reflected in their synergistic fluctuations in
value. For example, an abnormal increase in the number of
“PDU Session Establishment Reject” messages on interface
“N11” may lead to a sudden decrease in the successful rate
of “5G SA Session Establishment”. The correlations among
various numerical information are a valuable supplement to
expert experience in the tele-domain, as the machine data is
constantly generated. Moreover, some numerical data can also
be found in attribute triples from the Tele-KG.

As elaborated in Sec. IV-A, we unify the modalities and
patterns of the input to alleviate the problems caused by



inconsistent input formats. We noticed that existing numerical
learning methods [13]–[15] always fail when migrated to
our tele-scenario where the field number (e.g., KPI name)
is numerous and new names are often generated. To address
this issue, we design an adaptive numeric encoder (ANEnc)
module to encode the fine-grained numerical data meanwhile
adapt to numerous fields. The ANEnc module is an integral
part of our KTeleBERT as shown in Fig. 4.

TABLE I: Part of the notations and symbols used in Sec. IV.

Symbols Description

t d-dimensional tag name embedding
vtag Numerical value v with tag as the tag name
N Number of field aware meta embedding in each layer
ĥ Output for attention-based numeric projection (ANP)
hl Output for l-th adaptive numeric encoder (ANEnc) layer
x Input numerical embedding for each ANEnc layer
E N × (d/N) Matrix collection for meta embeddings
e(i) The i-th meta embedding in E
Wq d× (d/N) matrix for Query conversion
W

(i)
v d× d matrix for numeric transformation

q query embedding which equals to tWq

[KPI] Tag name [NUM] Value
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[ATTR]Tag name [NUM] Value
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ANEncANEnc

Fig. 4: Numerical value encoding in KTeleBERT.

The whole process for our numeric encoding model, as
shown in Fig. 5(a), are composed of L stacked ANEnc layers
together with a numeric decoder (NDec) module. Each of the
ANEnc layer contains two types of sub-layers: attention-based
numeric projection (ANP) and a fully connected feed-forward
network (FFN). Specifically, we construct N learnable field
aware meta embeddings E ∈ RN×(d/N). Each of the meta
embedding e(i) is paired with a Value conversion function pa-
rameterized by W

(i)
v ∈ Rd×d. Note that the meta embedding

e(i) denotes one decoupled aspect of the domain knowledge
and the conversion matrix W

(i)
v represents the numerical

embedding transformation manner in this meta domain. More-
over, we define the Query projection as Wq ∈ Rd×(d/N),
which converts the d-dimensional tag name embedding t into a
(d/N )-dimension query embedding q. Then the attention score
s
(i)
attn for each meta domain i is calculated by attention function

using (q, e(i)), and the output of each projection matrix W
(i)
v

are summed by attention-based fractional weighting to get
the domain-adaptive embedding h. Note that the embedding
t remains unchanged across all ANEnc layer, which is tag
name’s pooling output embedding from the former embedding

layer. We following previous works [13]–[15] to put a single
fully connected network with Wfc ∈ R1×d prepended for
numerical value mapping. Note that all numerical values
across the same tag name should be normalized via Min-max
normalization, as shown in Fig. 2(a), to smooth the learning
process. The above process could be represented as:

ĥ = softmax(
tWqE

T√
d/N

)V , (1)

where
V = (xW (i)

v · · · xW (N)
v ) . (2)

Note that in the l-th ANEnc layer (l ≤ L)

x =

{
ACT FN(vWfc) l = 1

h(l−1) otherwise
(3)

where

h = Norm(FFN(ĥ) + α · xWdownWup) , (4)

which is the output hidden state of the following FFN sub-
layer with trainable low-rank matrices injected to approxi-
mate the weight update, following LoRA [32]. Concretely,
Wdown ∈ Rd×r, and Wup ∈ Rr×d are turnable parameters
where r ≤ d. α ≥ 1 is a turnable scalar hyperparameter.
Then, the output embedding hL (represented by h in following
context) is fed into the following stacked transformers layer
together with those normal token embeddings.

1) Numeric regression: In order to make the ANEnc com-
patible with the typical self-supervised pre-training mode,
we introduce a numeric decoder (NDec) module to form an
autoencoder-like framework. Concretely, the NDec module
takes the output embedding of the final transformer layers
as input, allowing for the incorporation of semantic interac-
tive information across multiple transformer layers. Assuming
NDec’s 1-dimensional embedding output as vp. As shown in
Fig. 4(b), we present the numeric regression loss Lreg as

Lreg = E ‖vp − v‖22 . (5)

2) Tag name classification: As shown in Fig. 4(c), a tag
classifier (TGC) is introduced to ensure that the numerical
representation retains the original knowledge of the tag name,
using h as the input:

Lcls = E [−ytag · log TGC(h)tag] , (6)

where ytag is the ground truth label for the target numerical
value’s tag name, and TGC(h)tag denotes the probabilistic
output of the TGC model for label ytag . Note that this
objective is optional, since sometimes there may be newly
unseen tag names during the development of a specific field.

3) Numerical contrastive learning: To further strengthen
the alignment degree between the numerical interval and the
embedding distance, we propose a numerical contrastive loss
Lnc. Concretely, given a target sample, traditional supervised
contrastive learning defines samples with the same label as
positive and those with different labels (within the mini-batch)
as negative. Differently, in our approach, we define the sample
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(a) Adaptive numeric encoder (ANEnc)
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(b) Numeric decoder
<latexit sha1_base64="Z+eSHk2vMy9trlZjM7Eco/5SaMU=">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</latexit>

(c) Tag classifier

<latexit sha1_base64="2GwCBMhy8RjLM2yqtcdak1tOSpM=">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</latexit>

(d) Numerical contrastive learning

<latexit sha1_base64="AbjIv/CiOAdZ3ghe7i8dk4qgEaw=">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</latexit>

W (N)
v

<latexit sha1_base64="HglvWkv8HyNoyxz/ECHlEt0M4UQ=">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</latexit>

W (1)
v

<latexit sha1_base64="l3d06aU7L0LHK8Pjn0PjghwrdeM=">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</latexit>

W (2)
v

<latexit sha1_base64="WZ4CGaIeFn+JddgfUMWzJ3iN70A=">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</latexit>

Wq

<latexit sha1_base64="9k4FCIL/0roUdzjl4Gfhfq0hWys=">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</latexit>

t

<latexit sha1_base64="mXbkpoqgLeqVh8dboTzwiQW8+HY=">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</latexit>

Wdown

<latexit sha1_base64="Gpvj6dUYDWk21HIUDD93l/Ql8xA=">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</latexit>

Wup

<latexit sha1_base64="ZqoxckheZNEt/5uErcURdetfNok=">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</latexit>v

<latexit sha1_base64="Tu/yCNT4tv7Zpa9WveIMRk5+bYo=">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</latexit>

layer⇥L

…
- -+

<latexit sha1_base64="gjAuXoTA8RoffH+TYf36ULEpUoU=">AAAC9nicjVLLTsMwEJyGd3kVOHKJqJA4VQkUKDcEFw4cikQLEkWVY0wb4TyUODxU9VPgBlz5Hb4A+AvWJpXgUMBRkvXszNjrtRdLP1WO81qwRkbHxicmp4rTM7Nz86WFxWYaZQkXDR7JKDn1WCqkH4qG8pUUp3EiWOBJceJd7ev8ybVIUj8Kj9VdLM4D1gn9S58zRVC7tNAKmOpyJnuH/XaPy7TfLpWdyqbj7mxt2E7FMcMENXe9Zrs5UkY+6lHpDS1cIAJHhgACIRTFEgwpPWdw4SAm7Bw9whKKfJMX6KNI2oxYghiM0Cv6dmh2lqMhzbVnatScVpH0JqS0sUqaiHgJxXo12+Qz46zRYd4946n3dkd/L/cKCFXoEvqXbsD8r07XonCJmqnBp5pig+jqeO6SmVPRO7e/VaXIISZMxxeUTyjmRjk4Z9toUlO7Pltm8u+GqVE95zk3w8ev1XnkSh2hCzDosj08aK5X3K1K9aha3t3Lr8IklrGCNer3NnZxgDoa5H+Dezzh2bq1HqxH6/mLahVyzRJ+DOvlEyZPnhM=</latexit>Lcls

<latexit sha1_base64="i38/8GutOFN6lCMcBiZCHPT9pZ0=">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</latexit>Lreg <latexit sha1_base64="KRnlOdtrmGSpbYI2J6eDqFcJb0o=">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</latexit>

Transformer Layers

<latexit sha1_base64="DA/FeEM08HrrWP6pU4kIEh4pM1I=">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</latexit>Lnc Embedding Layer

Fig. 5: Framework for adaptive numeric encoding process.

whose numerical value is closest to the target value v as
positive and the rest as negative within each min-batch.
Formally, given a numerical value v,

Lnc = E [−log exp (Sim (h, h+) /τ)∑
h′∈N (v) exp (Sim (h, h′) /τ)

] , (7)

where τ is the temperature hyper-parameter, N (v) is the in-
batch negative embedding set, h+ denotes the in-batch positive
embedding and Sim(·, ·) is the cosine similarity function here.
This objective helps to smooth the numerical value changing
process and stabilize the model (As shown in Fig. 10).

4) Automatically weighted loss: Considering that three
training objectives are involved for numerical encoder learn-
ing, we exploit an automatically loss-weighted strategy [33]
for multi-task fusion, which weighs multiple loss functions
by considering the homeostatic uncertainty of each task. This
allows us to simultaneously learn various quantities with
different units or scales in both classification and regression
settings. Let µi be a learnable observation noise parameter
toward task i which captures how much noise contained in the
outputs, we formulate the numerical loss function as follows:

Lnum =
1

2
(

1

µ2
1

Lreg +
1

µ2
2

Lcls+
1

µ2
3

Lnc)+
∑3

i=1
log(1+µ2

i ) .

5) Orthogonal regularization for Parameters: In addition
to the standard weight decay regularization applied to the
entire network, we introduce an orthogonal regularization for
parameters in numeric transformation functions to mitigate the
gradient explosion phenomenon when the network is deep
[34]. This is achieved by adding the following term to the
final loss function:

Lnum ← Lnum + λ
∑N

i=1

(∥∥∥I −W (i)>
v W (i)

v

∥∥∥2
F

)
, (8)

where λ is a hyperparameter controlling the strength of the
regularization and I is the identity matrix.

C. Mask Reconstruction

Since firstly being proposed in BERT [9], mask reconstruc-
tion gradually becomes a general self-supervised pre-training
strategy in large scale data pre-training [12], [27], [35].

Not that the common objective for mask loss is:

Lmask = E [−
∑Len(w)

i=1
logP (wi | S\w)] , (9)

where w represents the target token sequence to be predicted
in the PLM’s vocabulary, S\w denotes the input sentence with
sub-sequence w being masked, and the cross-entropy objective
is adopted for masked token reconstruction in P (wi | S\w). In
our work, we exclude those pre-defined prompt special tokens
and numerical values from the candidate set of w. The original
data is wrapped by the prompt template, as introduced in Sec.
IV-A, to make up the candidates for an input sentence S.

1) Masking Rate: The masking rate refers to the proportion
of masked tokens to the total number of tokens. Most of the
previous works follow the standard rate (i.e., 15%) in BERT.
Nevertheless, recent research has shown that higher masking
rates benefit training via adding discrepancy [36]. Thus, in this
work we increase the masking rates from 15% to 40% during
the KTeleBERT re-training.

2) Masking Strategy: We consider the following masking
strategies in our work during the re-training stage:
• The dynamic masking strategy in RoBERTa [12] which

dynamically changes the masking pattern applied to the
training data in each step.

• The Chinese WWM strategy in MacBERT [27]. we use
the LTP tool [37] for Chinese whole-word split.

D. Expert Knowledge Injection

To enhance PLM’s ability for explicit reasoning, we intro-
duce a text-enhanced knowledge embedding (KE) objective
for tele-expert knowledge injection, following the approach
of KEPLER [38]. As shown in Fig. 6, we warp entities and



relations into textual sentences using the templates, and encode
them using KTeleBERT to obtain their embeddings.

<latexit sha1_base64="Tp67NAuzY9N09N/mIS5h7GCg6tI=">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</latexit>
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Fig. 6: Text-enhanced KE progress in KTeleBERT.

Let eh, er, et denote the embeddings of the given head
entity, relation, and tail entity, respectively. We formulate the
KE loss function Lke as follows:

Lke = − log σ (γ − dr(h, t))

−
n∑

i=1

p (h′i, r, t
′
i) log σ (dr (h′it

′
i)− γ) ,

(10)

where (h′i, r, t
′
i) are negative samples, γ is the margin, σ is the

sigmoid function. Let dr be the TransE [5] scoring function:

dr(h, t) = ‖eh + er − et‖ . (11)

Note that we define the negative sampling policy as fixing the
head entity and randomly sample a tail entity, and vice versa.

E. Training Strategy for Multi-source Data

In order to achieve the co-training for KTeleBERT, we
define it as a multi-task learning (MTL) progress that combines
different tasks across multi-source data. Concretely, two strate-
gies are considered to avoid forgetting the learned knowledge:
• Iterative multi-task learning (IMTL). We follow ERNIE2

[35], a continual multi-task pre-training framework from
Baidu, to apply an iterative training method across tasks.

• Cooperative parallel multi-task learning (PMTL). The
loss from different tasks are simply summed in each step.

In addition, we also consider single-task learning (STL), i.e.,
using only the causal sentences and machine data for mask
reconstruction. The details are recorded in Table II where we
unify the total training step of each task to 60k for comparison.

V. EXPERIMENT

In this section, we firstly provide implementation details
for pre-training and re-training, including the datasets, experi-
mental environment, and parameter settings. Then, we validate
TeleBERT and KTeleBERT on three tele-domain downstream
tasks with MacBERT being used as a strong baseline, demon-
strating our model’s superiority for fault analysis. Further
analysis for ANEnc is conducted to support our motivations.

A. Pre-training Details

1) TeleBERT Pre-training: Datasets: The Tele-Corpus used
for TeleBERT pre-training includes various tele-domain data,
such as the tele-question answering, software parameter de-
scriptions, and daily maintenance cases, all sourced from the

product documents. As outlined in Sec. III-A, data augmenta-
tion methods are used to generate a total 20, 330 k sentences
(1.4GB). Environment: The pre-training of TeleBERT was
performed on an 8×8 32G NVIDIA V100 cluster for 30
epochs with a batch size of 4096, for a total of 269 hours.

2) KTeleBERT Re-training: Datasets: As described in Sec.
IV-A and Sec. IV-D, the data for KTeleBERT re-training
includes causal sentences, numeric-relate machine (log) data,
and triples from the Tele-KG. To balance the data scale, we
select 434K causal sentences, 429K machine logs (alarms and
KPI information), and 130K knowledge triples. Environment
and Parameters: For those coefficients, we set λ to 1e−4,
temperature τ to 0.05, margin γ to 1.0, learning rate (LR) to
4e−5, and accumulation steps to 6. Ten negative samples for
each entity in Lke are sampled. About 8 hours are spent to
re-train KTeleBERT on four 24G NVIDIA RTX 3090 for 60K
steps with a batch size (BS) of 256.

3) Service Delivery Paradigm: Given a target name in tele-
domain from related downstream tasks, we consider three
types of data: (i) “only name”: pure literal name for the target.
(ii) “Entity mapping w/o Attr.”: the target name is mapped
to an entity in Tele-KG by surface. (iii) “Entity mapping w/
Attr.”: The target name is mapped to an entity in Tele-KG with
attributes provided by downstream tasks appended.

Particularly, the data formats follow the basic templated rule
shown in Fig. 3, and our model encodes the content for those
wrapped names with [CLS] token’s output embeddings as the
representations, which serve as the service embeddings for all
fault analysis downstream tasks.

B. Task 1: Root-Cause Analysis

1) Task Description: The root-cause analysis (RCA) task
aims to identify the network element (NE) that is most likely
to be the source of a fault in a tele-network. To accomplish
this, we formulate it as a node ranking problem on a graph
representation of the system network, where the nodes are
NEs with edges representing the connections between them.
By presenting a rank of all nodes, our model allows engi-
neers to easily identify the real fault and consider alternative
possibilities in case the output fault is not the correct one.
We represent a tele-network as G = (V, E ,X), where V is a
set of nodes (i.e., NEs), E is a set of edges (i.e., connections
between NEs), and X ∈ R|V|×N is the feature matrix with each
row i describing the abnormal event feature on corresponding
node vi and N being the total number of abnormal events. For
example, xij = 3 indicates that the abnormal event j occurs
three times on the network element i. In practice, analysts
typically collect information about a tele-network at a specific
time slot when abnormal events occur, and we refer a tele-
network in a time slot to a state. The goal of this task is to
design a model f that can map a state of a tele-network to a
score vector of nodes, s = f(G), where s ∈ R|V| representing
the scores of nodes. Note that the higher the score, the more
likely it is that the corresponding node is the root cause.

2) Method: The method for handling RCA is mainly based
on our KTeleBERT and the Graph Convolutional Networks



TABLE II: Details about different learning strategy, including multi-task learning (MTL) and single task learning (STL).

Strategy Re-training task Training iterations (steps) Training objective
Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3

Single-task Learning (STL) Masking Reconstruction 60k Lnum + Lmask

Parallel Multi-task Learning (PMTL) Masking Reconstruction 60k Lnum + Lmask + Lke
Knowledge Embedding 60k

Iterative Multi-task Learning (IMTL) Masking Reconstruction 40k 10k 10k Lnum + Lmask
Knowledge Embedding - 40k 20k Lke
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Fig. 7: Method overview for root-cause analysis.

(GCNs) [39], as shown in Figure 7. First, for a graph G, we use
the encoder (e.g., KTeleBERT) to obtain the representations
of abnormal events by using the sequence format described in
Section V-A3 as the input:

Ei = KTeleBERT(seqi), (12)

where seqi is the input sequence for the i-th abnormal event.
Ei ∈ R1×d is the representation vector for abnormal event i,
and E ∈ Rn×d is the matrix for all abnormal events with d as
the vector dimension. We use these representations to initialize
the node embeddings based on the node feature matrix X.
Specifically, the input node representations H ∈ R|V|×d for
GCN are initialized via weighted average pooling:

Hj =
xjE∑
xj

, (13)

where xj ∈ R1×n is a vector indicating how many times an
abnormal event happens on node j.

Next, the node representation is updated throughout each of
the GCN layer:

Hl = σ
(
D̃−

1
2 ÃD̃−

1
2Hl−1Ωl

)
, (14)

where A is the adjacency matrix of a graph G, Ã = A+ I is
the adjacency matrix with self-loop, D̃ is the degree matrix of
Ã, σ is an activation function, Ω is a layer-specific trainable
parameter. More precisely, H0 = H and HL is the output
node representations. Finally, the output node representations
are passed through a 2-layer multi-layer perceptron (MLP)
to calculate the final score for each node that represents the
likelihood of each node being the root cause:

s = fs(H
L) . (15)

We use the logistic loss to train our model, where the labeled
root cause nodes are treated as positive (y = 1) and others
as negative (y = −1). The parameters in GCN and MLP are
optimized by minimizing the following objective:

Lrca =
∑
Gi

∑
j∈Vi

log(1 + exp(−yjsj)) . (16)

3) Evaluation: We evaluate our method for RCA using a
dataset containing different states of the tele-network, each
with a labeled root cause. The data statistics are summarized
in Table III, including the number of graphs, the number of
graphs features, and the average number of nodes/edges in
this dataset. Besides, we also compare our method with the
“Random”, which uses random valued vectors drawn from a
uniform distribution to represent the abnormal events.

TABLE III: Data statistics for root-cause analysis.

# Graph # Feature # Node # Edge

127 349 10.96 51.15

TABLE IV: Evaluation results for root-cause analysis.

Method MR ↓ Hits@1 Hits@3 Hits@5

Random 2.47 54.88 75.00 88.67
MacBERT 2.16 59.64 82.68 90.85

TeleBERT 2.09 62.65 83.52 92.46
KTeleBERT-STL 2.06 63.66 83.21 91.87

w/o ANEnc 2.13 60.72 82.96 90.80

KTeleBERT-PMTL 2.03 65.96 84.98 92.63
KTeleBERT-IMTL 2.02 64.78 85.65 91.13

Implementation Details. We unify the default dimension of
representations to 768, and use 2-layers GCNs with the hidden
dimensions of 1024 and the output dimensions of 512. The
MLP used to transform output representations from GCNs to
scores has 2 layers with 128-dimensional hidden layers.

We use the K-fold validation to evaluate the models. Specif-
ically, the dataset is split into 5 folds, with 1 fold used as the
testing set, 1 fold as the validation set, and the remaining folds
used as the training set. The results are reported as the average
of the 5 folds. While for metrics, we use the mean rank (i.e.,
mean rank of labeled root causes on the node ranking lists by
predicted scores in graphs) and Hits at N (Hits@N) (i.e., the
proportion of labeled root causes ranked in top N in graphs )
to evaluate our model.



Results Analysis. The results in Table IV indicates that
using abnormal event representations from KTeleBERT could
achieve better performance. Specifically, the best Hits@1 of
KTeleBERT obtains 5.28% relative improvements compared
with TeleBERT, that is 10.60% compared with MacBERT.
The pool performance for “Random” supports the existence of
upstream tele-domain pre-training for downstream task gain.

C. Task 2: Event Association Prediction

1) Motivation and Problem Formulation: We develop the
event association prediction (EAP) task by representing each
event in a low-dimensional vector (i.e. event embedding)
and learning the associations between events based on the
embedding computation. To achieve this, we propose a trigger
relation-specific space where events are embedded and their
similarities are measured to predict the trigger relationships
between event pairs. Formally, let ei and ej be a pair of input
events, their similarity score sij is sij = f(ei, ej), where ei
and ej are the vector representations of the pair of events,
and f represents the similarity measurement function. If there
exists a trigger relationship between ei and ej , the embeddings
are similar in the trigger relation space, otherwise they are
dissimilar. To better learn the vectors representations of these
events, we explore and embed some valuable information that
characters them as the event initialization, instead of random
initialization. The introduced information includes:
• its literal name, which shortly and abstractly describes

the event in text, and reveals some fault patterns such as
by word co-occurrence;

• the topological environment of the network element it
depends on, in general, a fault event is generated from a
network element and the topological connections between
the network elements decide the information flow in
a network, that is to say, two events whose network
elements that are adjacent are more likely to have the
trigger relationship;

• its machine data, which reflects the running context that
causes the fault event, such as its occurrence time.

Event 𝑒! Event 𝑒"
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Fig. 8: Method overview for event association prediction.

2) Method: We apply different strategies to embed the
different types of information listed above. The overview of
the method can be found in Fig. 8. Specifically, given a target
event pair (ei, ej), we first embed their corresponding literal
names seqi and seqj in a way analogous to the RCA task,
i.e., according to Eq. (12), we have Ei = KTeleBERT(seqi)

and Ej = KTeleBERT(seqj). Next, to encode the topological
environment, for the NE ni and nj on which these two events
depend, we aggregate their one-hop neighbors in the network
graphs. Formally, for ni, we have

ni =
1

Ni

∑
k∈Ni

nk , (17)

where ni denotes its aggregated embedding and Ni is its one-
hop neighbor set including itself. Furthermore, we also explore
events’ temporal aspect from the machine data, and try to
encode the time difference to reveal the sequential features
between the events. Formally, for the occurrence time ti and
tj of ei and ej , we first compute the D-value and pass it into
a FC network with a weight parameter of W1, as

dij = W1(ti − tj) . (18)

The motivation behind encoding the occurrence time dif-
ference is built upon our observations. That is, the trigger
relationship between two events that occur at a long margin
may be weak, while two events that occur nearly or almost
simultaneously may have relationships beyond trigger, such as
co-occurrence. Therefore, we leverage a FC layer with weight
parameter W1 to automatically determine the reasonable aris-
ing time interval for the current event relatedness.

Then, we concatenate these vectors to generate a final rep-
resentation for the input event pair and pass it into another FC
network with weight parameter W2 to predict the similarity
score with [·; ·] referring to the concatenation operation:

sij = W2[Ei;Ej ;ni;nj ;dij ] . (19)

A standard binary cross-entropy loss with the softmax
activation function (σ) is minimized to train our model for
all event pairs in the datasets:

Leap = − 1

|P ∧ P ′|
∑

(ei,ej)∈P∧P′

yij · log(σ(sij))

+(1− yij) · log(1− σ(sij)) ,

(20)

where P is the set of positive event pairs, i.e., there exists
a trigger relationship between events in the pair. For each
positive pair, we randomly replace one of the two events with
other events to constitute the negative set P ′, requiring that
none of them exists in current positive set. yij is the label of
the given event pair (ei, ej), whose value is 1 when the pair
is positive and 0 otherwise. In prediction, the candidate event
pair is input to the model for similarity score computation.

TABLE V: Data statistics for event association prediction.

# Events # Event Pairs
(positive)

# Event Pairs
(negative)

# MDAF
packages

# Nework
Elements

86 2141 2141 104 31

3) Evaluation: To evaluate the performance of our method,
we use a dataset consisting of event pairs that are known to
have trigger relationships and have been validated by tele-
experts. We split the dataset into two disjoint sets: 80% for



TABLE VI: Evaluation results for event association prediction.

Methods Accuracy Precision Recall F1-score

Word Embeddings 64.9 66.4 96.8 78.7
MacBERT 64.3 65.9 96.1 78.2

TeleBERT 70.4 71.4 95.1 81.5
KTeleBERT-STL 77.3 76.6 96.6 85.4

w/o ANEnc 76.0 76.1 95.1 84.5
KTeleBERT-PMTL 68.5 68.8 99.1 81.3
KTeleBERT-IMTL 73.5 73.8 95.6 83.2

training and 20% for testing. For each event pair, we collect
MDAF packages to provide the machine data and a graph of
NEs to provide their topological environment. The detailed
statistics are shown in Table V. Note that we further use
learnable word embeddings to represent the literal names of
events as another baseline, where a name sequence will be
separated into multiple words, each of which is randomly
initialized with a 768-dimensional vector and the events are
represented by averaging their word embeddings.

Implementation Details. The learning rate is set to 0.01 and
the batch size is set to 32. We set the shapes of parameter
matrices to W1 ∈ R1×2 and W2 ∈ R540×2. We also perform
random data splits for 5-fold cross-validation to ensure robust
results. Since the task is modeled as a binary classification
task, we report the evaluation results with widely used metrics
of the accuracy, precision, recall, and F1-score.

Result Analysis. The results compared with baselines are
shown in Table VI. We observe that the representations of
event literal names by our TeleBERT or KTeleBERT perform
better than those generated by the solutions raised as baselines.
Additionally, the results indicate that domain-specific methods
such as word embeddings learned by known event pairs
and TeleBERT trained using Tele-Corpus perform better than
general-purpose models such as MacBERT. Overall, in most
situations, our models show their superiority in encoding event
literal information and well support the EAP task.

D. Task 3: Fault Chain Tracing
1) Task Description: The task of Fault Chain Tracing (FCT)

involves identifying the root cause of a fault within a network
by completing the fault propagation chain. Given a tele-
network of fault alarms, the objective is to connect those faults
in the correct sequence to form complete fault chains, which
can then be used to trace the origin fault. It requires a thorough
understanding of the network’s topology and the relationships
between different fault alarms, as well as the ability to identify
patterns and connections that may not be immediately obvious.

2) Problem Formulation: Since fault chains are composed
of a series of correlative triples, we formulate the the FCT
problem as the link prediction task in the fault chain. The
tele-network can be represented by the heterogeneous graph
G = (V, E , Q,P), where V is a set of nodes (alarms) and E
is a set of edges (relations between the alarm NE instances).
A fact set, Q, with quadruples of (h, r, t, s) representing a
connection between the nodes (alarms) h (head) and t (tail)
with relation r and a probability score s. Note that h, t ∈ V ,
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Fig. 9: Method overview for fault chain tracing.

r ∈ E , s ∈ R[0,1]. A higher s means it is more likely for
h and t to be connected by r. P = {p1, p2, ...} denotes the
fault propagation path (fault chain), which consists of a set of
alarms. The fault chains in real tele-scenario are sometimes
incomplete, thus we need to analyze the associations among
candidate alarm nodes in the range of one-hop or two-hop
steps. Note that the heterogeneous graph G is constructed by
the paths in P . Our goal is to design a model f for fault chain
completion, i.e., P ′ = f(G) where P ′ is the completed path.

3) Method: Our method is composed of the following three
steps (Fig. 9): (i) Rules Lightning. In real-world scenarios
the tele-networks have complex fault structures. So, given
the graph G we need to filter out irrelevant alarms and NEs
using the pre-defined rules to obtain a filtered graph G′. For
example, we use rules like (vi, cause, vj) to get the relevant
alarms and their corresponding NEs. (ii) Initialization of Pre-
training Knowledge. Following Eq. (12), we use the encoding
model (e.g., KTeleBERT) to obtain informative embeddings
for each node in the filtered graph G′, which is an important
step for capturing the implicit associations between alarms
and NEs. (iii) Training and Prediction. We leverage a gen-
eralizing translation-based method for uncertain knowledge
graph embedding to model the probabilistic knowledge in
the graph. We follow the paradigm in [40] for probabilistic
knowledge representation learning, using an objective that
takes into account the confidence of each quadruple:

Lfct =
∑

(h,r,t,s)∈Q

∑
(h′,r,t′,s)∈Q′

[dr(h, r, t)− dr(h
′, r, t′) + sαM ]+ ,

(21)
where dr is the score function for (h, r, t) toward the fact

quadruple q with s as the confidence, M is the margin hype-
parameter, and α is an adjusting hyper-parameter. Then our
framework is able to predict the missing links in incomplete
paths through self-supervised representation learning.

4) Evaluation: To evaluate the performance gain from
the upstream model on our algorithm, we create a dataset
of incomplete fault chain paths by masking those first-hop
relations between alarms. The dataset is split into three sets:
training, validation and testing, with the statistics presented
in Table VII. Additionally, we use those randomly initialized
embeddings of entities and relations in the knowledge graph
as a basic encoding for comparison. The evaluation metrics
used in this task are MRR, Hits@1, Hits@3, and Hits@10.

TABLE VII: Data statistics for fault chain tracing.

# Nodes # Edges # Train # Valid # Test

243 100 232 33 32



TABLE VIII: Evaluation results for fault chain tracing.

Method MRR Hits@1 Hits@3 Hits@10

Random 58.2 56.2 56.2 62.5
MacBERT 65.9 62.5 65.6 68.8

TeleBERT 69.0 65.6 71.9 71.9
KTeleBERT-STL 73.6 71.9 71.9 78.1

w/o ANEnc 67.5 65.6 65.6 71.9
KTeleBERT-PMTL 87.3 84.4 87.5 93.8
KTeleBERT-IMTL 94.8 93.8 93.8 100.0

Implementation Details. We set the batch size and the
number of negative samples as {1024, 1000}. The LR is set
as 10−5 with 2000 as the hidden embedding size.

Results Analysis. The results presented in Table VIII show
that our KTeleBERT models achieve the best performance
and a significant increase compared to the baseline methods.
Specifically, the results of our KTeleBERT-IMTL model per-
forms the best, with 94.8 in MRR, 93.8 in Hits@1, 93.8 in
Hits@3, and 100.0 in Hits@10.

E. Discussion on Adaptive Numeric Encoder

1) Numerical Contrastive Learning: We visualize the nu-
merical value embedding generated by ANEnc (with or with-
out the objective Lnc) through dimension reduction, as shown
in Fig. 10(a) and Fig. 10(b), where a lighter color represents a
smaller value. We observe that the continuous changes among
values from small to large are effectively mapped into the (3-
D) vector spaces with Lnc applied, clearly proving that our
proposed numerical contrastive learning strategy allows the
model to effectively understand the magnitude relationships
among various numerical values.
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(b) with Lnc

Fig. 10: Visualization for numerical value embedding.

2) Adaptive Numeric Encoder: As the result shown in Table
IV, VI, and VIII, our KTeleBERT not only exceeds the simple
baselines like the random embedding initialization and the
learnable word embedding, but also performs better than the
strong baseline like the TeleBERT and the MacBERT. We find
that our adaptive numeric encoder (ANEnc) module play a
crucial role in this process, which consistently improves the
performance in multiple downstream tasks when using the
STL version of KTeleBERT as the control model.

To further justify the advantages of ANEnc on tackling
numerical data, we introduce a new task: Abnormal KPI
Detection, which aims to discover the abnormal value change
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mean pooling

Fig. 11: Method overview for abnormal KPI detection.

within the real-time KPI flow of the tele-system. We empha-
size that multiple KPI indicators are recorded simultaneously
on each NE (device) at regular intervals, as shown in Fig.
2(a). This requires the model to encode not only the separate
machine (horizontal) data point but also those continuous
machine data (vertical) segments, while understanding the spe-
cific and inconsistent change frequencies and rules associated
with each KPI. Concretely, we design an vertical transformer
[20] module (2 layers 3 headers) with learnable position
embedding attached to model the temporal relationship. Two
objectives are involved to train the entire model:

L̂ad = BCE (p (ŷ | x1, x2, . . . , xn)) , (22)
Ln
ad = BCE (p (yn | xn)) , (23)

where L̂ad denotes the objective toward the overall state (ŷ ∈
{0, 1}) of the machine data segment and Ln

ad targets at the
separate state for machine data point (yn ∈ {0, 1}) of a certain
moment. The machine data embedding, encoded by a basic
machine data encoder, is denoted as xn. Note that the encoder
is frozen during training and we use KTeleBERT-STL as the
encoder to independently demonstrate the effectiveness of our
ANEnc module. The overall loss is:

LAD = L̂ad +
1

Nseg

∑Nseg

i=1
Li
ad , (24)

where Nseg is the length of machine data segment. For
experiment, we collect 12, 347 temporal data segment (98, 776
data point) in a real tele-network to constitute our datasets, as
shown in Table IX. Note that a segment is considered abnormal
when it contains at least one abnormal point.

TABLE IX: Data statistics for abnormal KPI detection.

# Abnormal Seg. # Abnormal Poi. # Normal Seg. # Normal Poi.

4,510 7,512 7,864 90,912

TABLE X: Evaluation results for abnormal KPI detection.

Method Recall Poi. (%) Recall Seg. (%)

KTeleBERT (w/o ANEnc) 0.00 70.79
KTeleBERT (w/ ANEnc) 56.57 91.48

We apply the focal loss strategy [41] to alleviate the label
imbalance problem since the abnormal machine data point is
quite rare compared to the normal ones. The results about
abnormal data recall are shown in Table X, where significant
improvement (↑56.57% in abnormal data point recall) is



achieved with ANEnc adopted in, demonstrating the superi-
ority of our ANEnc module in capturing small changes in
numerical values and their internal connections. Furthermore,
we visualize those machine data embedding (before the MLP
layer) in vector space to compare the spatial distribution of
normal and abnormal machine log data, as shown in Fig. 12,
finding that with our ANEnc module, the abnormal data is
reflected in the vector space in the form of outliers and the
model’s sensitivity to abnormal data is greatly enhanced.
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(a) KTeleBERT (w/ ANEnc).
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(b) KTeleBERT (w/o ANEnc).

Fig. 12: Visualization for machine data embedding in abnormal
KPI detection task with the red referring to the anomaly.

VI. RELATED WORK

A. Pre-trained Language Model

Recent advancements in PLMs have led to significant
innovations in NLP communities. Works like ERNIE [10],
spanBERT [42] and StructBERT [43] have extended BERT
[9] by incorporating novel token-level and sentence-level
pre-training tasks. In addition to pre-training on sentence-
like corpora, some researchers focus on injecting structured
data (e.g., KGs) into PLMs for explicit knowledge integra-
tion. Specifically, KEPLER [38] integrates a text-enhanced
knowledge embedding (KE) module without modifying the
model structure. KG-BERT [30] treats KG triples as textual
sequences, using entity/relation descriptions as input. K-BERT
[44] employs soft positions and visible matrices to limit the
knowledge scope. Moreover, a series of table pre-training
frameworks are also proposed, following the typical NLP
pre-training paradigms. TaBERT [20] combines a row-wise
transformer with column-wise vertical attention layers for
handling the hierarchical structure of tabular data. TableFormer
[24] introduces a structurally aware table-text encoding archi-
tecture, incorporating tabular structural information through
learnable attention biases. To enable numeric learning, Tapas
[45] devises the rank embedding for column-wise number
comparison, and TUTA [46] distinguishes those numerical
values via embedding over various discrete numerical features.

However, the fine-grained numerical information encoding is
rarely studied in depth in these works, making it challenging
for models to analyze the relationships among close values.

B. Numerical Information Encoding
Existing numerical learning methods [13]–[15] mainly focus

on learning independent field features to distinguish different
numerical meanings where the number of field is limited.
Besides, there exist works in KG community that define the
numerical value encoding for attribute values as a n-gram
encoding [47] problem or use a convolutional neural network
(CNN) to extract features [48]. However, they seldom consider
the fine-grained encoding for numerical data, making it hard to
analyze the relationships among values from different fields.

C. Log-based Anomaly Detection
Log file analysis enables early detection of relevant inci-

dents such as the system failures [49]–[53], aiming to identify
patterns in log data and automatically notify system operators
of unexpected events without manually modeled anomalies.
Specifically, LogBERT [49] embed data instances into a
vector space via the self-attention mechanisms over the log
sequences. The hyper-sphere objective function in this model
makes the distance to the center of a hyper-sphere represent
the anomaly score, so that the similar instances are closer to
each other than dissimilar ones. Le et al. [50] introduce a log-
based anomaly detection workflow to comprehensively analyse
five progressive deep learning-based models. Note that existing
methods for log data analysis typically rely on a log parser to
extract the log keys (string templates) [49] or log events [50]
from the original log messages, which are then used to create
the ordered sequences for log representation. However, our
machine (log) data is semi-structured and multi-directional,
with a vertical direction of the time and a horizontal direction
of multiple indicators extending the machine data at a single
moment, which differs from the unidirectional and serial log
data typically considered by these above methods.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper we presents a novel pre-trained language
model, TeleBERT, specifically designed for tele-domain to
learn the general semantic knowledge. Meanwhile, we further
introduce its improved version, KTeleBERT, which incorpo-
rates both implicit information from the machine log data
and explicit knowledge contained in our designed Tele-KG.
Experiences are summarized as causal sentence extraction,
tele special token selection and prompt templates construction
for unifying multi-source and multi-modal data. Besides, we
design an adaptive numeric encoder (ANEnc) for encoding
fine-grained numerical data such as the tele-indicators for
KPI. We evaluated the effectiveness of our model on three
key downstream tasks in fault analysis with corresponding
solutions attached: root-cause analysis, event association pre-
diction, and fault chain tracing, demonstrating the robustness
and effectiveness of our models. Overall, our work serves as
a significant step towards improving the capability of fault
analysis in the telecommunications industry.
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APPENDIX

A. Details for Downstream Tasks

1) Problem Definition for Task1 Root-Cause Analysis: The
structure of the tele-system mainly refers to the connections
between network elements (NEs), which is suitable to repre-
sented as a graph with NEs as nodes and their connections as
edges. With the graph representation, the root-cause analysis
aims at finding the node in the graph that is most likely to be
the source of a fault. Since the output of root-cause analysis
algorithms are used to assist engineers to figure out the root-
cause, similar to recommend the most likely root-cause nodes,
we formulate this task as a node ranking problem Providing
a limited number and ranked list of possible root-cause nodes
makes it more flexible for engineers to utilize them as clues.

2) dij in Task2 Event Association Prediction: The value of
dij is better with not too big or not too small, its encoding
mainly aims at finding an appropriate time interval for the
event relatedness. That is to say, when an event arises, and
another event arises after a long time, the relatedness between
them is questionable, in contrast, when another event arises
after a very short time at almost simultaneously, the relation-
ships between events may be not limited to “trigger” but are
relations such as “co-occurrence”. Therefore, we decided to
leverage a fully connection layer by weight parameter of W1

to automatically find the reasonable arising time interval for
the current event relatedness. We are sorry to not motivate
it clearly, more explanations have been added in the new
manuscript.

3) Model Performance in Task2 Event Association Predic-
tion: When it comes to the reason that KTeleBERT-STL per-
form better than KTeleBERT-PMTL and KTeleBERT-IMTL
in EAP, in our opinion, it is because the proportion of trigger
rules in the entire knowledge base is not large, and part of
the information in Tele-KG is unrelated and noisy to event
association prediction, which could not provide informative
information for event association prediction.

B. Details for Datasets Scale

In real tele-application, data with faults are rare. It is not
possible to collect much data with faults in the same network.
In the experiments, we have test our model on the dataset
that are relatively large in real applications. In the root-cause
analysis and fault chain tracing tasks, the first baseline Random
could be regarded as an ablation experiment of KTeleBERT,
where the task model randomly initialize the feature represen-
tation and train it with task data without utilizing the service
vectors from pre-trained model. Compared to Random, models
utilizing vectors from KTeleBERT performs better showing
the effectiveness of KTeleBERT. In Section V-E, we conduct
ablation study on our proposed numerical contrastive learning
method. To further justify the advantages of ANEnc, We have
involved a new task: Abnormal KPI Detection. Please refer to
Sec. V-E2 in our latest manuscript for details.

C. Difference between Machine Data and Typical Log Data

We note that existing methods for log data analysis (or pre-
training) typically rely on a log parser to extract the log keys
(string templates) [49] or log events [50] from the original
log messages. These events are then used to create an ordered
sequence of logs for representation, similar to the sequential
format of natural language. However, as shown in Fig. 13, our
machine (log) data is semi-structured and multi-directional,
with a vertical direction of the time and a horizontal direction
of multiple indicators extending the machine data at a single
moment. This differs from the unidirectional, serial log data
typically considered by these methods.

Fig. 2: Log messages in the BGL dataset and the corresponding log keys ex-
tracted by a log parser. The message with red underscore indicates the detailed
computational event.

Input Representation. Given a normal log sequence Sj , we first add a special
token, DIST, at the beginning of Sj = {kj

1, ..., k
j
t , ..., k

j
T } as the first log key,

which is used to represent the whole log sequence based on the structure of
Transformer encoder. LogBERT then represents each log key kj

t as an input
representation xj

t , where the representation xj
t is a summation of a log key

embedding and a position embedding. In this work, we randomly generate a
matrix E 2 R|K|⇤d as the log key embedding matrix, where d is the dimension
of log key embedding, while the position embeddings T 2 RT⇤d are generated
by using a sinusoid function to encode the position information of log keys in
a sequence [1]. Finally, the input representation of the log key kt is defined as:
xj

t = ekj
t
+ tkj

t
.

Transformer Encoder. LogBERT adopts Transformer encoder to learn the
contextual relations among log keys in a sequence. Transformer encoder consists
of multiple transformer layers. Each transformer layer includes a multi-head
self-attention and a position-wise feed forward sub-layer in which a residual con-
nection is employed around each of two sub-layers, followed by layer normaliza-
tion [15]. The multi-head attention employs H parallel self-attentions to jointly
capture di↵erent aspect information at di↵erent positions over the input log se-
quence. Formally, for the l-th head of the attention layer, the scaled dot-product
self-attention is defined as:

headl = Attention(XjWQ
l ,XjWK

l ,XjWV
l ), (1)

where Attention(Q,K,V) = softmax(QKT

p
dv

)V; Xj 2 RT⇤d is the input repre-

sentation of the log sequence; WQ
l , WK

l and WV
l are linear projection weights

with dimensions Rd⇤dv for the l-th head, and dv is the dimension for one head
ot the attention layer. Each self-attention makes each key attend to all the log
keys in an input sequence and computes the hidden representation for each log
key with an attention distribution over the sequence.

The multi-head attention employs a parallel of self-attentions to jointly cap-
ture di↵erent aspect information at di↵erent log keys. Formally, the multi-head
attention concatenates H parallel heads together as:

f(Xj) = Concat(head1, ..., headH)WO, (2)

where WO 2 Rhdv⇤do is a projection matrix, and do is the dimension for the
output of multi-head attention sub-layer.
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(a) Log Keys in LogBERT.
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(c) Our (normalized) numerical KPI data.
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ABSTRACT
Software-intensive systems produce logs for troubleshooting pur-
poses. Recently, many deep learning models have been proposed
to automatically detect system anomalies based on log data. These
models typically claim very high detection accuracy. For example,
most models report an F-measure greater than 0.9 on the commonly-
used HDFS dataset. To achieve a profound understanding of how far
we are from solving the problem of log-based anomaly detection, in
this paper, we conduct an in-depth analysis of �ve state-of-the-art
deep learning-based models for detecting system anomalies on four
public log datasets. Our experiments focus on several aspects of
model evaluation, including training data selection, data grouping,
class distribution, data noise, and early detection ability. Our re-
sults point out that all these aspects have signi�cant impact on the
evaluation, and that all the studied models do not always work well.
The problem of log-based anomaly detection has not been solved
yet. Based on our �ndings, we also suggest possible future work.
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1 INTRODUCTION
High availability and reliability are essential for large-scale software-
intensive systems. As these systems provide various services to a
large number of users, a small problem in the system could lead
to user dissatisfaction and even signi�cant �nancial loss. Anom-
aly detection is, therefore, important for the quality assurance of
complex software-intensive systems.
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Software-intensive systems often record runtime information by
printing console logs. A large and complex system could produce
a massive amount of logs, which can be used for troubleshooting
purposes. For example, the cloud computing systems of Alibaba Inc.
produce about 30-50 gigabytes (around 120-200 million lines) of
tracing logs per hour [37]. Log data is usually unstructured text mes-
sages, which can help engineers understand the system’s internal
status and facilitate monitoring, administering, and troubleshoot-
ing of the system [18]. Log messages can be parsed into log events,
which are templates (constant part) of the messages. Figure 1 shows
an example of raw log messages and the corresponding log events
obtained after parsing.

Log Message
10.251.39.192:50010 Served block
blk_-5341992729755584578 to /10.251.39.192
10.250.5.237:50010 Served block
blk_3166960787499091856 to /10.251.43.147
10.251.30.85:50010: Got exception while serving
blk_-2918118818249673980 to /10.251.90.64:

Log Event
* Served block * to *

* Served block * to *

* Got exception while serving * to *
Parsing

Figure 1: An example of log messages and log events

Over the years, many data-driven methods have been proposed
to automatically detect system anomalies by analyzing log data [6,
7, 12, 29, 47, 50, 54]. For example, He et al. [19] evaluated six popular
machine learning (ML) algorithms for log-based anomaly detection.
These ML-based methods share some limitations of in�exible fea-
tures, ine�ciency, and weak adaptability [54]. In order to address
these issues, deep learning (DL) has been adopted and produced
promising results. Du et al. [12] proposed to use Long-Short Term
Memory (LSTM) to model the sequential patterns of normal ses-
sions, then identify anomalies as those violated the patterns. Meng
et al. [36] trained an LSTM model to detect sequential and quantita-
tive anomalies using log count vectors as inputs. They also proposed
template2vec to consider the synonyms and antonyms of the words
in log templates. Other studies [27, 54] represent log templates as
semantic vectors to handle the instability of log data. Generally, the
existing DL-based log anomaly detection methods show promis-
ing results on commonly used datasets and claim their superiority
over traditional ML-based approaches. For instance, DeepLog [12]
and LogAnomaly [36] all reported a very good performance on
commonly-used HDFS and BGL datasets (with F-measure values
greater than 0.9).

However, we notice that several important aspects are over-
looked by the existing work. These aspects are associated with
experimental datasets, evaluation metrics, and experimental set-
tings. In this work, we would like to dive deep into the problem and
answer: Are log-based anomaly detection methods with deep learning
as good as they claimed? What are the major factors that could a�ect
their performance?
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(b) Log Events.

Fig. 13: Log data formats compared with previous methods
such as the log keys in LogBERT [49] and log events in [50].

It is also worth noting that while the alarm and KPI are
import parts of the machine data in tele-domain, they are not
the whole collection of machine data. Other data sources like
signaling flow and configuration data are not considered in
this paper but may be studied in future work.
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